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he Super Duper Incontrovertibly Incredible and Unrelentingly Exciting Fat Acceptance Multiple Choice Test
& Fat Definitions were written by Frannie Zellman for a skit
she and other members of the Fat Poets’ Society performed at the summer 2009 convention of the National Association to Advance Fat Acceptance (NAAFA).
Frannie and Lesleigh J. Owen also performed a shorter two-woman
audio version of the skit for the October 2009 Pearlsong Conversation teleconference. You can listen to or download a recording of that
Conversation at http://www.pearlsongmedia.com/pearlsongconversations/2009/PC10142009-FrannieZellman-LesleighJOwens.mp3.
The Fat Poets Society was born during a writing workshop at the 2006
NAAFA convention. Frannie edited a collection of poetry by Fat Poets
Lesleigh Owen, Kathy Barron, Anne S. Kaplan and Corinna Makris
that became Fat Poets Speak: Voices of the Fat Poets Society, of which
she is also co-author. Fat Poets Speak was published by Pearlsong Press
in May 2008. The Fat Poets are donating the royalties from that book
to NAAFA.
Frannie is also the author of the fatopian novel FatLand (Pearlsong
Press, January 2008). Excerpts from FatLand and Fat Poets Speak are
included in this ebook.
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n 2006, I gave what I thought was the first fat-celebratory Poetry Writing workshop at the annual NAAFA Convention outside Boston, Massachusetts. It was with something resembling an ache and a thrill that I later discovered that there
had been fat-positive Poetry Writing workshops given previously. (See
Shadow on a Tightrope, Lisa Schoenfielder, Barb Wieser, Vivian Mayer,
Spinster/Aunt Lute Press, 1983.) The difference, however, was that the
fat-acceptance and liberation movements that came before us had a
different message, one which resounded in the 1970s and part of the
1980s: Leave us alone. Let us be fat and accepted.
Because of these earlier movements and emphases, we, writing in
2006, were able to reach for a different message: Let us in and acknowledge us as attractive and sexy and worthy of love and regard.
Sexiness and attractiveness are not the sole province of thin people.
We are amusing and lovely and worthy. Transform your narrow (pun
intended), static conceptions of beauty and worth. So my Poetry Writing Workshop may not have been the first conceived specifically for fat
people, but it was the first that aimed at celebrating our fat selves. We’ve
come a long way…
Because of these earlier fat-liberation movements, there are plus-sized
models and plus-sized clothes for many of us, if not all. Because of these
earlier movements, we now use “fat” as a descriptor, not a judgment. It
is what we are and embody. And now, in 2010, there is The Fat Studies
Reader, which affirms the scholarly aspect of Fat Studies and showcases
its legitimacy as an academic discipline (edited by Esther Rothblum and
Sondra Solovay, foreword by Marilyn Wann, NYU Press, 2009).
As one of the co-coordinators of the NAAFA Coffeehouse at the
2009 Convention, I sought to put together a program that would celebrate our fat selves and the people and groups that paved the way for
W W W. PE A R L S O N G . C O M
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our growing (pun intended) sense of self-pride, but also a program that
would make us all laugh together at the amusing and difficult moments
that occur in our daily lives as fat people in a culture which still prefers
and privileges the thin. We’ve come a long way, yes, but the way ahead
remains long.
Thus was born the Super Duper Incontrovertibly Incredible and Unrelentingly Exciting Fat Acceptance Multiple Choice Test. I had loads of fun
writing it, and the people who performed it with me in 2009—members
of the Fat Poets’ Society, born of the efforts of Mary Ray Worley at the
2006 NAAFA Poetry Writing Workshop—had loads of fun performing
it. (With the aid and encouragement of Peggy Elam, CEO of Pearlsong
Press, we in turn had also written and put together a book entitled Fat
Poets Speak: Voices of the Fat Poets’ Society, Pearlsong Press, 2009. Fat Poets Speak was co-authored by Kathy Barron, Anne S. Kaplan, Corinna
Makris, Lesleigh J. Owen and myself.)
After the performance and the coffeehouse, a woman came up to
me and said, “I see you followed the same formula as we did—give ’em
something to laugh about and then something to cry about.” She told
me that she had been a member of the Fat Lip Theater, a group who
performed fat-positive sketches and readings and poems and songs, as
we had, but in the 1970s and 1980s. So it was that in 2009, I found out
that fat-positive dramatic performances have a history and that we had a
predecessor who was gifting us with this link to their efforts, placing us
in the line of those who had come before and made fat-positive audiences
laugh and cry and cheer.
I would like to think that the Fat Poets Players, as we dubbed ourselves
when we performed, will be able to give more performances and take up
where Fat Lip Theater left off. Questions of logistics and time and resources may make this difficult. In any case, still hoping, I offer this piece
as the latest evidence that we fat people have something to smile about
and cry about as we start to celebrate who we are and acknowledge with
love those who paved the way for us to carry on in fat pride.
Thus I dedicate the Super Duper Incontrovertibly Incredible and Unrelentingly Exciting Fat Acceptance Multiple Choice Test to the players of Fat
LipTheater.
Frannie Zellman
on behalf of the Fat Poets Players
W W W. PE A R L S O N G . C O M
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1. The word “fat” describes:
a) a luscious and tempting softly fleshed body.
b) the part of the meat (forgive me, vegetarians!) that gives the
rest its taste and texture.
c) something that most insurance companies are more afraid
of than influenza epidemics.
d) me!
e) all of the above.
f) two of the above.
g) I want chocolate if I am to keep on taking this test.

2. When I see a fat person, I:
a) look forward to meeting or at least saying hi.
b) ask where she got that gorgeous dress.
c) ask if she’s heard of NAAFA.
d) hope she’s not dieting.
e) all of the above.
e) two of the above.
f) I want pizza if I am to keep taking this test.
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3. After years of worrying about my weight, I have de-

cided that:
a) It was bloody unnecessary and stupid.
b) it provided the inspiration for many interesting poems and
songs I later wrote.
c) it didn’t even make my mom happy because I never kept it off
long enough for any doctors to fall in love with me.
d) it didn’t make me happy because I was hungry all the time.
e) I just realized that I didn’t really want to marry any doctors
anyway.
f) I want a really good one night stand complete with various
and intricate erotic toys if I am to keep on taking this test.

4. When I hear the word “diet,” I think of:
a) the word “die” plus “t” for “too many people are still starving
themselves with possible deleterious effects on their health.”
b) the Parliament of Japan.
c) a slightly corrupted form of the word “dietta,” which means
“Oh, I forgot how cute you look in blue pajamas” in Italian.
d) something that I will do to my hair late at night when no one
is around because I am trying out a new shade and if it turns
a pale green-blue, I want to match a scarf to it so that I look
like a fat and lovely mermaid the next day.
e) I want a 5-day pass to a fat-friendly resort just for having to
listen to the previous answer.
W W W. PE A R L S O N G . C O M
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5. When I hear the word “scales,” I think of:
a) a fish.
b) a member of the Cartiliagenae family of cephalopods.
c) the astrological sign of Libra.
d) something that people stand on when their feet itch.
e) something I used to stand on for hours every day, but am
not quite sure of why anymore.
f) I want a lifelong membership in NAAFA if I am to keep
taking this test.

6. If I could write anything on a t-shirt that I wanted, I
would write:
a) the names of twelve famous women from the 19th and 20th
centuries with the words underneath: “But did they diet?”
b) Big Fat Bitch—Get the hell out of my way.
c) If you’re good, you can hug me.
d) If you’re really bad, you can hug me.
e) More to love.
f) Be glad I haven’t beaten you up lately.
g) Don’t call me, I’ll call you.

10
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h) I will keep answering these questions as long as you don’t
sing.

7. My favorite part of my body is:
a) my voluptuous and beautifully rounded chest.
b) my soft and gently rippling stomach.
c) my soft and gently rippling thighs.
d) my curvy and beautifully rounded behind.
d) my smoldering and intense eyes.
e) my dreamy and gentle eyes.
f) dreamy? What universe are you in?
g) my entire luscious warm and blessed body.
h) my entire luscious warm and blessed soul.
i) I want a long bubble bath with the latest object of my
affections if I am to keep taking this test.

8. My favorite part of someone else’s body is:
a) his/her rounded and yet muscular buttocks.
b) his/her rounded and yet muscular chest.
c) his/her soft and yet muscular stomach.

W W W. PE A R L S O N G . C O M
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d) his/her quiveringly soft and molten thighs.
e) Quiveringly soft? What universe are you in?
f) Are you from one of those groups I won’t open the door to
because on Sundays I don’t wear clothes in my house?

9. I joined NAAFA because:
a) the people are all so damned CUTE.
b) they fight for the equal rights and opportunities for fat
people/people of size.
c) they smile a lot.
d) they don’t smile a lot.
e) they have killer clothes.
f) the letters NAAFA go so well with my living room
furniture.
g) You’re on something, aren’t you?
h) If you’re not on something, then you must be this way
naturally, and that is scary.
10. NAAFA means:
a) National Association for Americans with Flying Animals.
b) National Association for Americans with First Aid experience .
c) National Associaton of All Friendly Aliens.
12
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d) Nationally Advanced Actors in Foreign Assemblages.
e) Les Acteurs Avances en L’arrondissement Folle.
f ) A delicious wafer made of gently merged layers of hazelnut
cream and date extract, as in “I made sure to order enough
Naafas for the coffeehouse attendees.”
g) National Association for the Advancement of Fat Acceptance .
h) National Association for the Acceptance of Fat Advancement.
i) You’re confusing me.
j) Hey, maybe it can be used for both.
k) Beige—I think I’ll paint the ceiling beige.
l) When you stop being such a smug biatch, do something
useful and pack up your table in the vending area.

11. I want to write about what it means to me to live
my life as a fat person because:
a) I am tired of being left out of the mainstream thoughts,
stories, songs, romances, histories and tragedies many authors
seem to write without including fat people except as villains
or scapegoats.
b) I want to show that we as fat people live our lives just as
non-fat people do, with the same desires, wishes, thoughts,
problems and dilemmas.

W W W. PE A R L S O N G . C O M
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c) I want to show that fat people are exciting and beautiful.
d) Do non-fat people taste less exciting than fat people?
12. I want to be hypnotized into:
a) buying the book of wonderful poems about what it means
to live and write as a fat person called Fat Poets Speak: Voices of the Fat Poets’ Society.
b) buying the book about people living in a place where they
don’t have to diet or worry about their weight entitled FatLand: A Novel.
c) buying that scintillating book about life in the fast fat lane
with all the cool fat people called Measure for Measure.
d) buying the book that attacks the myth of having to attain
slimness to be healthy entitled Health At Every Size: The
Surprising Truth about Your Weight.
e) being an ocelot.
f) being a cat.
g) being a goat. I love goats.
h) When you write these things, are you motivated by some
great wish to annoy people and confound the human race?
i) I always wondered about what it would be like to be a curry
or a samosa.

14
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f you’re looking for the answer key to this
multiple choice test—there isn’t one.

But you WILL find at the back of this book some luscious
excerpts from Fat Poets Speak and FatLand. And because Frannie mentioned it in the last question, we’ll throw in a yummy
selection from Measure By Measure, published by Pearlsong
Press in June 2009 as a Tales of the City for the fat and fabulous.
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Naafalectics

The science of tracking down NAAFA Board Members.

Fatatonic

A state that occurs when one hears too many recitations on how
everything will improve in the nation and in the world if fat people
lose weight—from Task Forces on Obesity that do not contain any
fat/“obese” members.

Cobese

When one fat person makes love to/with another fat person or takes
a shower with him or her.

Fatastic

The ways in which fat people exercise extreme versatility as they
somehow adapt to using toilets that are too small for them.

Fatatouille

This one is actually a sound. It is made by fat people when they watch
shows whose premises concerning weighing fat people are little short
of moronic, e.g.The Biggest Loser. It is a kind of spit recapitulation,
with the “tou” dental accenting the expulsion of saliva—fa-ta-TOUee!!!

16
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IndeFatiguable

Said of fat people who can walk their non-fat buddies into the
ground, or who can lift heavier weights, or run faster, or keep winning at some sport.

Fataholic

Someone addicted to the company of fat people.

Fat-alistic

Short, actually, for superangafatalisticarcamoridocious, which
means “You determined fat angels, you, who persist on fighting on
even though people keep clinging to the idea that fat is bad.”

Fat-a-fat

Occurs when two people get together at NAAFA Conferences and
talk about all the great stuff that happened since the last one.
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A Little Tea, A Little Fat
A far-ranging and biting social commentary gathered from conversations conducted by two witty and intelligent fat people around a
breakfast table in 1950s England.

Born Fat
The story of a beautiful fat lioness who confounds the efforts of her
keeper to make her lose weight and eventually comes back to greet her
former keeper with two beautiful fat cubs.

Oh Fat Dee Oh Fat Dah

Life as a fat cabaret dancer in 1960s and 1970s Paris.

18
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The Dialogues of Fat-O
The dialogues of the great fat Greek philosopher Fat-O with his selected circle of friends Fatlilocus, Ofatorus and Infatinus. Treat deeply
of the issues of whether fat is real or ideal, whether fatness can be or
should be broken down into categories (see “The Fatistic and the Fatacious”), and if fat women are really much better in bed (see “Corpus
Corpularius: Fatness As a Sense of Being and Being as a sub-heading
of the Fatularity of Sense Immersion”).

Fatwoman in the Attic

A fat woman kept in an attic in 1840s England does not go mad, but
instead teaches her keeper how to make perfect hardboiled eggs and
kippers, how to shoot pool well, how to play impeccable bridge and
how to write sentences that feature more than one verb phrase. Her
keeper decides to marry her, but cannot find a bed that will hold them
both easily. The keeper instead constructs a floating mattress that is
actually the forerunner of the waterbed on which they can both sleep
happily. They are married by an understanding and tolerant minister who secretly covets the fat woman, and is wondering whether he
should invent an impediment to their marriage. The minister, however,
restrains himself and resigns himself to following her fate through the
kind offices of the wise gypsy woman who happens to dwell near the
estate of the keeper. Ends with him singing a sad but appealing air entitled “Oh hey nonny oh fatty oh fatty oh.”

A Divine Fatness

Fat poet in 1950s England rebels against mainstream academics and
poets and goes on a 10-day drunk during which he tears down several
signs on the M6 roadway that mention dangerous curves. “Curves are
meant to be dangerous,” he thunders in his fine rich Lancashire burr.
The woman he loves turns up just as he is losing hope and faith in the
possibility of being a poet and being fat.

W W W. PE A R L S O N G . C O M
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Obese Was My Valley
Five strong fat Welsh miners strike when the company threatens to
fire them because of their weight. Features the song “Oh Ye Men of
Hard Flesh.”

FatFinger
An extremely rich and evil crook delights in painting fat women gold.
They do not die, but instead take pleasure in exciting him so that he
cannot move when it is time for him to put into motion his wicked
plot to destroy all of the greatest book shops in the world.

ButterBall
Versatile fat ladies’ man and crack (“crack” in the almost obsolete sense
of “expert”) agent DoubleChin 7 takes on Antonio Piccolino, the
leader of the anti-fat organization entitled “ONEVAF,” which stands
for “One Nation Ever Vigilant Against Fatness.” In a thrilling underwater battle, DoubleChin7 sits on Antonio and with the help of a
trained fat shark, destroys the machine that would have scouted out
fat people and turned them into seaweed.

Fat Juan
Young beautiful Fat Juan sleeps his way around the world and learns
the meaning of life and love at last as he grows into a man.

Fat’s The Way I Like It
Fat’s the way, uh-huh, uh-huh, I like it, uh-huh, uh-huh—isn’t this
really what KC and the Sunshine Band had in mind??

War and Fat
Russian doctor falls in love with a dissolute but extremely charming
fat Russian woman, Neshka, who is, alas, in love with her former
guardian, Ynepoposkaya. She promises to leave Ynepoposkaya if the

20
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Russian doctor can pronounce “Ynepoposkaya” ten times forward and
backwards. Just when the doctor is performing this incredible feat,
Ynepoposkaya barges into their humble cabin on the borders of Siberia, hears the doctor saying his name, and thinks that he is being challenged to a duel. The two go out to fight the duel, but neither returns.
Beautiful fat Neshka stares into the snow and gives a long speech about
how the Russian Winter devours all souls. End of movie.

Diary of a Fat Woman

A bright and extremely verbal fat woman, Marna, records her experience of being seduced by and seducing two rakes who love fat women
in late 20th Century Keighley, in Yorkshire, England.

Fatman’s Creek

A brilliant, cynical, fat and handsome French pirate, the Duc de Ribaurie, makes the estate of the great English family the Wellburns his
headquarters and the creek near the estate his ship’s refiuge when he
plunders Cornwall. He meets beautiful fat Enise de Saint Govere, who
is fleeing her husband, whose favorite pastimes include gaming and
yawning. Together they go on a spree of looting the towns near the
sea. De Ribaurie is caught by officious and jealous Lord St. Folcum,
who imprisons De Ribaurie and plans to hang him. However, Enise
manages to help De Ribaurie escape by drinking his jailers under the
table and providing a strong and fast horse so that De Ribaurie can
ride back to his ship. They meet on the beach and decide that Enise
cannot, after all, desert her husband as she would still like to do. They
kiss in farewell. From that day on, the creek on the Wellburn Estate
will bear the name “Fatman’s Creek.”

W W W. PE A R L S O N G . C O M
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An Excerpt from
Fat Poets Speak
voices of the Fat Poets’ Society
Kathy Barron, Anne S. Kaplan,
Corinna Makris, Lesleigh J. Owen
& Frannie Zellman

introduction
There are now numerous blogs devoted to the
idea that fat people should not only accept
themselves, but liberate themselves from thin supremacy,
the idea that thin people are somehow better and deserve to rule over
fat people.
But there are still very few places on the Net or in real life where fat
people can write and share poetry that speaks to their lives and concerns and wishes. Partly with this in mind, NAAFA—the National
Association to Advance
Fat Acceptance—held the first workshop devoted to “Fat Poetry”
at its yearly convention in July 2006. Those who participated were
made members of the Fat Poets’ Society (FPS).
It is diffi cult for me even to try to explain how liberating and exhilarating it was to talk with poets about writing poetry that spoke to
the issues and concerns we have as fat people in a thin-centric society.
But it was twice as exhilarating to write with them as we all looked
within ourselves and around and about to produce poems that spoke
to our fat selves.
I have written poetry since the age of six, but somehow felt that I
was writing in a dream before I realized less than ten years ago that
I had never been centered as a poet because I had never been able to
write about my own body and feelings as a fat person.
In this book you will meet us: five fat poets writing about our
hopes, despair, happiness, sensuality, dreams, hurts, healing, exhila22
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ration—about what it is to be alive and fat in a world that hates fat
people, but in which we somehow persevere to make ourselves heard
and ultimately celebrate.
We, members of the Fat Poets’ Society, are Kathy Barron, Anne
Kaplan, Lesleigh Owen, Corinna Makris and Frannie Zellman. Welcome to our world.
Our biographies are at the end of the book.
Frannie Zellman
Editor

I Sing The Fat Self
(To the memory of Walt Whitman)

I sing the fat self that flourishes, acquires girth,
births and blooms its stomach and thighs and limbs,
soft but sturdy as it flows among people and
things it knows and greets. I sing the self that bounces,
plump and easy and free, not tightened or wired
or cut like meat into the correct sizes for freezing and eating. I
sing the self that hugs and is hugged, is cuddled in all places,
sleeps and slips sweetly against its loving partners, limned
by colors fine and bright, limbed in lace and silk and cotton
to flower its curves and cleavage and comeliness.
I sing the fat self that thumps with a great triumphant splash
into creeks, rivers, lakes and oceans, spraying eddies
and currents and waves as the water sloshes over its luscious
wealth of skin and muscle and heft. I sing the self
that rends the air as it spills up to balance a serve, aims clear,
smacks, spikes and volleys and digs the ground,
its strong fat haunches planted sleek and fast as it
passes to players, then bounds up and anchors the net. I
sing the self that runs newly-dried turf, fit, fat and swinging
from base to base after batting over heads and hands and heaps
of scrambling fans.

W W W. PE A R L S O N G . C O M
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I sing the fat self that sows, rends, reaps, harvests, mulling each
seed and petal and plant it worked into earth wetted and
mulched and mowed into wide waiting warmth. I sing the self
that once molded, still molds clay into loving fat women with
plentiful breasts and hips and thighs and
furred organs of pleasure.
I sing the fat self that wells into city streets, its arms akimbo
with briefcase and cellphone and printouts of stately, high,
thick buildings yet to be born. I sing the self that struts
high on scaffolds after welding metal and glass into
windows and rafters and beams and partitions, its muscled
arms and strong, succulent chest pointing to where the
next fire will take wood and make of it a tower.
I sing the fat self that feeds its lovely fat children and their
friends, that hugs its plump grandmother with her soft
cheeks and gently knowing hands. I sing the self that
argues for its right to stay fat and free, the self that celebrates
growth, nurturing, strength, fullness, roundness. I sing the self
that raises its voice for all who are spurned,
hated, disliked, ostracized, ignored.
I sing the fat soul.
Frannie Zellman

24
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FAT POETS SPEAK
Voices of the Fat Poets’ Society
Kathy Barron, Anne S. Kaplan,
Corinna Makris, Lesleigh J. Owen
& Frannie Zellman
edited by
Frannie Zellman
Original trade paperback | 128 pp | May 6, 2009 | $15.95
ISBN-10: 1597190160 | ISBN-13: 9781597190169

In a sociocultural climate in which fat bodies are considered diseased
and blamed for everything from rising medical costs to global warming, it takes courage for fat women, especially, to express anything but
shame about their bodies. Fat Poets Speak is part of and intended for
the growing movement reclaiming “fat” as a valid way to exist in the
world.
The Fat Poets’ Society was born during a poetry workshop at the 2006
annual convention of the National Association to Advance Fat Acceptance, a civil rights organization. The poets are donating their royalties to NAAFA.
“Do you see a human being
when you look at me?
Or just a thing
to be changed,
carved,
molded
into some form
of cookie-cutter perfectionism?”
Kathy Barron
P.O. Box 58065 | Nashville, TN 37205
615-356-5188 | 1-866-4-A-PEARL
Fax: 615-352-4222
contact@pearlsong.com | www.pearlsong.com
Blog: www.pearlsongpress.com
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FatLand
a novel

Frannie Zellman
In the near future the Pro-Health Laws of the United States of
America have become so oppressive that people seeking freedom over their bodies
have established a new country. In FatLand, life is good and scales are forbidden.
Free from the hatred and discrimination of the Other Side, FatLanders have
built happy, productive lives. But not everyone is flourishing.

Ava came to FatLand after her lover died from bariatric surgery. She threw
herself into work, believing she was immune from love. Then she saw a
beautiful dancer and lost her heart again. Alvin and Reevie thought
that by living in FatLand they could give their children and each other a
chance for a life free of sizeism and racism. They didn’t count on their lovely
twin daughters’ curiosity and yearning for excitement and danger. Joann
and Ed carved out what they thought was a peaceful existence. But their
bright children are anything but happy in the well-appointed home and
tranquil life their parents had created in FatLand. Well-to-do, attractive and
sophisticated, Dara and Sandor thought they could make the FatLand
Board dance to whatever tune they wished. But their way of life and beliefs
are about to be tested more severely than either of them could have imagined.
Dreaming and determined, luscious Margaret fled to FatLand after her
rich, powerful paramour married a thin woman he didn’t care for. She made
a deal with her devil so she could publish the top flight newspaper FatLand
badly needed. But then the devil called in the cards.

Soon these FatLanders and the freedom fighters on the Other
Side will face forces threatening the health and happiness of all.
Original trade paperback | 220 pp | January 2009
Pearlsong Press | P.O. Box 58065 | Nashville, TN 37205
1-615-356-5188 } contact@pearlsong.com
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FatLand

a novel
by

Frannie Zellman
Dedicated to the members
of the Fat Underground

Prologue
The Center for Health Matters recommends that
2010 any
woman of childbearing age, defined as the years from 18–
50, whether or not she intends to get pregnant, adhere to the
following recommendations:
• No alcohol • No premarital sex • No weight gain •
No unhealthy foods in large quantities
• Foreign travel only for business purposes and for stays
of less than three weeks…
excerpt from Surgeon General’s Committee
Recommendations on Health & Weight

Center for Health Matters recommends
2012 The
that a series of Pro-Health Laws be passed according to CHM
guidelines. Recommendations for food intake and weight categories
follow.
• Every person who is considered overweight according to these
guidelines must begin a reduced-calorie regimen immediately or risk mandatory enrollment in a Pro-Health Re-education Program if he or she has not seen a health professional.
• Every person who consumes more than the allowed daily or
weekly portion of certain foods risks mandatory enrollment
in a Pro-Health Re-education Center.
• Every person who avoids or tries to avoid the Non-Approved
Food Tax while buying or ordering the foods specified below, which are taxable according to the Non-Approved Food
Tax Statutes, is subject to mandatory confinement in a ProHealth Re-education Center.
• No person who is over the allowed weight limits is to be
considered healthy, even if he or she meets the requirements
of any or all other criteria for overall and comprehensive
W W W. PE A R L S O N G . C O M
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health according to tests and evaluations…
excerpt from Surgeon General’s Committee
Recommendations on Health & Weight

2014

I can’t stand it anymore.

I am fat. I am not a criminal. I am not ashamed of being
fat. I am tired of wondering when the doctors are going to order
me to have so-called “corrective surgery’” that not only does not
correct, but makes me sicker in the name of making me healthy.
Worse yet, I don’t want my children to worry about their
weights. I want them to be happy and healthy, whatever their
body types happen to be. I don’t want them to have to worry
about everything that goes into their mouths. I don’t want them
to face bullying and harassment or, even worse, the shattering of
their dreams.
We are tired of being mistreated and mocked and having our
self-esteem taken away from us, tired of being considered criminals when all we did was to have bodies that metabolize food differently than thin people.
If you wish to join us, please call or email the following for
more information…
post on FatHelp Blog:
A Blog for the Fat Community of the USA

2044
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Chapter 1 Joann & Reevie
Joann and Reevie sat in a sunny kitchen with yellow walls and
a porcelain plate under a rooster clock. Joann poured coffee into two
Wedgewood cups and they leaned back.
“I don’t know what to do,” Joann said, sipping judiciously at the
Brazilian blend. Her long black hair cascaded down pale plump shoulders just visible under the light green print of her robe. “It’s keeping
me up nights, but I didn’t want to worry Ed. I have to turn in this
financial report tomorrow, and he has to finish those soil tests. But it
all seems—” She bit her lip and tried, fairly successfully, not to cry.
“Okay, this is the problem. Mira—well, she just doesn’t seem to gain
weight.”
“Is she eating?” Reevie asked, setting her cup down. Her almondcolored eyes, several shades lighter than her rich brown skin, gave
her the look of a pampered cat. She stretched slightly in her seat, her
round breasts and belly shifting as she raised her firm thick arms.
“Of course. She eats even more than Jesse, and he’s filled out quite
nicely.”
“Well, look at it this way,” Reevie said. “There are kids, and adults,
too, who remain thin all their lives. We can’t help it. They can’t help
it. It’s not as if she doesn’t get enough to eat.”
“But it’s so embarrassing, “ Joann said. “I’m so afraid her classmates
will start making fun of her. And she’s already having trouble getting
clothes. Even today her Phys Ed teacher asked her if she could speak
with us. And another teacher asked her if both of her parents came
from here, from FatLand. She was so angry. She said to him, ‘My parents have been here longer than you have.’ It’s lucky the principal is an
old friend of Ed’s from high school, or it might have been worse.” She
bit her lip again. “What did I do? Why is my child so thin? Reevie,
where did I go wrong?”
“You didn’t go wrong anywhere,” Reevie said, taking Joann’s hand
across the table and squeezing it. “Mira happens to be thin. It could
be any number of things. But none of them have anything to do with
you.”
Reevie sighed as she left Joann’s house and walked the six blocks
W W W. PE A R L S O N G . C O M
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to her own spacious Cape Cod. She could understand Joann’s worries,
although she didn’t have the same problem with her own children, Aimee and Jenna. They were both lovely, voluptuous—a bit spoiled, yes,
but totally engaging. Aimee wanted to major in dance therapy, while
Jenna wanted to go into theater arts. Another achievement of FatLand,
she thought, and one of the reasons she’d moved here—no field was offlimits to anyone because of his or her size.
She remembered how it had been for her when she had been a drama
major at a well-known university on the “Other Side,” as FatLanders
called the country adjoining FatLand on its eastern borders.
First her professors had laughed. One well-meaning instructor had
urged her to take up smoking to lose weight. Another one had given
her a lecture on why “heavy” black women would never make it in the
theater or on TV or in the movies. Especially in the movies. And now
what did she see? At least one movie a month featured a substantial black
woman—fat, yes, fat, she reminded herself. You were supposed to use the
word “fat” in FatLand. Not in bitterness, not in pride, but to describe
what you were, and what the great majority of the inhabitants were.
We are fat. Say it, Reevie. Say it simply. Say it for all the times you were
told to starve and they called it a diet. Say it for all the times someone told
you—some man, since she was straight—that he loved you, but if you
would just lose thirty pounds…
Then again, there were the men who took her to bed and loved it, but
wouldn’t speak to her the next day.
She remembered how she had argued with her husband twenty years
ago before she had been able to convince him to move to the brand new
territory called FATLAND, which stood for Fat Acceptance Territory
Lease Accession Non Dated. (The correct name would have been Fat
Acceptance Territory Lease In Perpetuity, but that first Governing Board
perceived correctly that people might not be wild about living in a place
called FATLIP).
Her husband, a general practitioner at the time, had married her quite
selfishly because, as he told her two dates after they met, “You make me
feel as if I could fly and I want to lean against your breasts forever.” He
admitted to buddies that he liked “big women,” and since he was far and
away the most successful of his friends, they didn’t tease him about his
preferences.
30
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It was when Aimee, the first of their girls, was born and started to become adorably chubby that FatLand came into existence. Founded in the
second decade of the twenty-first century with twenty-four couples and
twenty proud singles, FatLand had mushroomed into a country-state of
400,000, with growth of 20 percent in its past four years. It stood to become a million-person entity in the next five years, maybe sooner.
She and Alvin moved here when Jenna came along. Even her husband
had noted the increase in fat-baiting and fat-hatred at the same time that
more Americans were becoming fat and yet living longer. It was as if the
fat-baiters refused to accept that they had been fed a diet of lies about fat
people by the media and still clung to their desperate need to scapegoat
some group.
Ironically, in the media on the other side, fat people—especially women, for some reason—started to appear regularly. A culture war was being
fought between those who felt that fat people did not need regulating
and those who felt they needed to reduce their body sizes “for their own
good.”
Then, of course, the Pro-Health Laws had begun.
From being apathetic on fat issues her husband had quickly become
a staunch activist, so much so that he was now one of the two medical
representatives on the Governing Board of FatLand.

FatLand

by Frannie Zellman
FICTION / Fantasy / General
January 2009
original trade paperback
220 pp
$19.95
Pearlsong Press
Available from www.pearlsong.com
& your favorite bookstore
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A Tales of the City for the fat & fabulous!
A Romantic Romp with the Fabulously Fat

MEASURE BY MEASURE
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A sudsy, size-positive “soap”
for the zaft & zaft-enthusiast alike
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An excerpt from

MEASURE BY MEASURE
by Rebecca Fox & William Sherman

PROLOGUE
From the Feb. 9, 1996 “Weekend” section of The Trib:

Romance Blooms at Fat Dance
Plus-Size Patrons Step Out
by Tod Frente

J

efferson looks out across the dance floor of the Figs ’n’ Dates
Lounge at the trio of full-figured ladies doing a line dance. To him,
the sight is “the most beautiful view in the world.”
All three women, young and in their late twenties, are larger than
average. “Fat,” as Dr. Dexter Logan bluntly puts it. Fat—and proud of
it. For this is the Winter Wonderland dance of the local RADFAm (Respect and Dignity for Fat Americans) chapter. It is, chapter president
Logan says, “a place where fat singles and their admirers can meet in
safety.”
The group holds these dances bi-monthly on the first Saturday of
the month, and, according to Logan, “they’re always well attended.”
Tonight, one can count fifty men and women of all shapes and sizes in
the room. Everybody seems to be having a good time.
To Jefferson, a tall, black man of average build, this is heaven. Jefferson is a self-professed FA, a “fat admirer.” A white-collar professional,
he’s been attracted to plump and bigger women since he was a teenager.
Acceptance

“Most big women have trouble accepting themselves,” he notes.
“They’ve been told all their lives that being fat is no way to get a man.
So they can’t hear any of the honest compliments you give them.”
At RADFAm functions, he says, you meet women who’ve learned to
accept themselves “as the lovely creatures they are.”
Connie, a striking brunette of indeterminate age, echoes Jefferson’s
sentiments. While unwilling to give her weight (“Let’s just say I’m beyond the range of most mainstream plus-size shops”), she appreciates
the dances for the way they give fat women a chance to “dress at their
most glamorous.”
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The owner of a downtown plus-size boutique, InFatuation, Connie
has been both chapter officer and a regular at these events. “For years,
fat women were denied the chance to wear truly beautiful clothes,” she
states. “These dances are long overdue. I particularly love it when I see
a customer on the dance floor in one of my outfits.”
To Jefferson, the dance is a chance for him to truly be himself, too.
“Most FAs spend their lives hiding their preference from friends and
family,” he says. “Here, you can be open and honest.”
Greg, an FA and insurance salesman, agrees. “There’s a good deal of
pressure in the business world for FAs to pick a thin partner,” he observes. “Thinness equates with success. It takes courage to come to one
of these dances, but once you do it, it becomes habit forming.”
Habit-forming and maybe life changing. Ask Carl and Linda, a recently engaged couple who both cheerfully call themselves “fat.”

Fat and Happy

They first met six months ago at a RADFAm dance. Linda had been
a member of the organization for over a year; for Carl, it was his first
dance. He’d read about the event in a magazine devoted to appreciation
of larger women and had come on an impulse. “Once I saw her, I fell
head over heels,” he says. “I never dreamed I’d meet a woman so big
and beautiful who’d also find me attractive.”
Linda was a self-described “casualty on the dating scene” for years
before joining RADFAm. “I’d go to singles bars with the girls from
work, and it was like I was invisible next to them. Here, the situation
is reversed.”
The couple rises and heads for the floor, where they dance their
way through a slow song. Even from across the lounge, you can see the
pleasure on both faces.
“It’s really a shame,” Dr. Logan says, “that there are so few places
where fat people can go and be themselves without risking ridicule.
But as long as that’s the way it is, we’ll probably keep holding these
dances.”
For future listings of upcoming RADFAm events, keep watching Friday’s
“Goin’ & Doin’” Directory.

“S

EPISODE ONE
o, what are you wearing to the Sweetheart Dance tomorrow

night?”
Jenny Taylor glanced up to find her legal-eagle boss Lissa grinning down at her across the desk. “I d-don’t think I’ll g-go,” Jenny stammered
as she nervously shuffled the subpoenas she’d just finished typing. “I’ve got so
much to do at home, and I really don’t have a thing to wear, and—”
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“Girlfriend!” Lissa interrupted. “You’re not bailing out on me again.
Hey, it’s a dance, not a root canal.”
Jenny inwardly balanced the agony of oral surgery with that of almost
certain social suicide.
Lissa ran flawlessly manicured fingertips through her close-cropped
Afro. “Jenny, when’s the last time you really pampered yourself? A massage. Or a new outfit. And I don’t mean something practical. We’re talking
stunning, sexy, drop-dead-gorgeous!”
“You can’t get clothes like that in my size.”
“Sure you can. You just have to know where. Look at me!” Lissa twirled
coquettishly as her hands skimmed her fashionably voluptuous form.
“But you’re a lot smaller than me!”
Lissa laughed. “How much do you think I weigh?”
Jenny blushed. “It’s not polite to presume—”
“I pack 220 pounds in this compact chassis,” Lissa replied, “and I’ve
worked hard to make every single ounce of them beautiful. I’ll bet you’re
not much more than that.”
“Well, I wear size 26, but they’ve seemed tighter recently.”
“And, I’ve also noticed, rather dowdy. How old are you, 28 or so? You

look like your mother dresses you, for pity’s sake!”
Remembering several recent motherly comments, Jenny had to admit
it was probably true.
“Okay, so much for your wardrobe. What are you really afraid of?”
“I won’t know anybody,” Jenny admitted.
“Sure you will. I’ll be there, and I’m sure you’ll recognize others from
the meetings I’ve taken you to.”
Jenny’s ambivalence wavered, but she protested one last time. “I’m not
a very good dancer.”
“So? Hell, with a body like yours, all you need to do is just stand in one
spot and jiggle. The FAs will drool! Convinced? Good. Tomorrow morning we’ll go spend some of those ‘big bucks’ I pay you on a visit to my spa,
a stylish ’do, and some sexy rags. And then, Cinderella, you’ll be the belle
of the ball.”

Paul Daily picked at his hash browns, unsuccessfully trying to
work up some enthusiasm for them. No good. His stomach was as jumpy
as a fifth grade P.E. class.
Across the parking lot you could see the SkyAire Lodge. Every time a
car drove up, he peered into the evening light to see if they were there for
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the dance. So far, he hadn’t seen any likely candidates.
His waitress, a plump black woman with wearily concerned eyes, gave
Paul a motherly look when she came to pick up his plate. “Anything wrong
with the meal?” she asked.
“Not at all,” he said. “Guess the eyes were bigger than the stomach.”
He gestured over his cup for a refill, which pacified the waitress somewhat.
Not the best idea, getting yourself wired on Denny’s coffee, but it beat the
alternatives.
A large silhouette was stepping out of a minivan parked near the Lodge’s
entrance. An officer, perhaps, there to get things set up for the Sweetheart
Dance. He couldn’t make out any features, but from their size they had to be
a member of the fat rights group.
It had taken Paul five months to get up the gumption to come to his first
dance. Ever since he’d seen that writeup in the Trib (“Romance Blooms at Fat
Dance”), he’d been garnering the courage to attend one of the bi-monthly
events. He’d gotten this far; there was no point in backing out now.
He was a grown man, dammit. Why was he acting like a teen on his first
date?
Because he’d never been to a dance where so many women looked like
the ideal he’d been carrying with him all these years. Where women and men
were the size they were and unapologetic about it. Where men who were attracted to a larger form were able to be open about this preference. Where
he actually had a chance of meeting someone who was both physically and
mentally compatible with him.
It was a lot to put on just one dance, Paul knew. But this was his first step
into the size acceptance community, so who knew where it’d lead? He’d read
that news feature to tatters, so he knew what he was called by people in the
movement. An FA, a Fat Admirer—though “admiration” seemed like a pretty
tame adjective for the fantasies he’d been having with increasing frequency.
His refill was cold by the
time he actually thought to try
some of it. In the meantime, at
least a half dozen fat figures had
made their way into the Lodge.
Paul took a look around the restaurant, scoped out the men’s
room, and rose to go straighten
himself.
Now or never, he thought.
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Reflections on Life,
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About Pearlsong Press

P

earlsong Press is an independent publishing company
dedicated to providing books and resources that entertain while
expanding perspectives on the self and the world. The company
was founded by Peggy Elam, Ph.D., a psychologist and journalist, in
2003.

Pearls are formed when a piece of sand or grit or other abrasive,
annoying, or even dangerous substance enters an oyster and triggers
its protective response. The substance is coated with shimmering opalescent nacre (“mother of pearl”), the coats eventually building up to
produce a beautiful gem. The self-healing response of the oyster thus
transforms suffering into a thing of beauty.
The pearl-creating process reflects our company’s desire to move
outside a pathological or “disease” based model into a more integrative
and transcendent perspective on life, health, and well-being. A move
out of suffering into joy.
And that, we think, is something to sing about.

Pearlsong Press endorses Health At Every Size, an approach to
health and well-being that celebrates natural diversity in body size and
encourages people to stop focusing on weight (or any external measurement) in favor of listening to and respecting natural appetites for
food, drink, sleep, rest, movement, and recreation.
While not every book we publish specifically promotes Health At
Every Size (by, for instance, featuring fat heroines or educating readers
on size acceptance), none of our books or other resources will contradict this holistic and body-positive perspective.
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We encourage you to enjoy, enlarge, enlighten and enliven yourself
with other Pearlsong Press books and products, which you can find at
www.pearlsong.com, Amazon.com or your favorite online bookstore.
You can also ask your favorite brick-and-mortar bookstore to order
them.

Sign up for our free e-newsletter at www. pearlsong.com or keep
up with the latest about our books and authors at our blog at www.
pearlsongpress.com.
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*and please buy our books
so we can publish even more
size- & fat- & life-positive
fiction and nonfiction!
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